A model three-particle scattering situation consisting of a projectile incident on a target bound to a residual core was considered under the assumptions that there was a low-energy virtual state in the projectile-target channel, that the projectile and core did not interact, and that the projectile-target and target-core interactions were s-wave separable interactions. When the appropriate Faddeev equations were solved by inversion, an enhancement was found in the three-body elastic cross section for virtual state energies less than or comparable to the target-core binding energy. This enhancement was determined to be kinematical in origin.
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For the three-body p"oblem in the nonrelativistic Faddeev formalism, the input for the equations consists of the off-shell two-body subsystem t matrices (k', ,~t , , (E) 
where Q~, is the proton-core wave function. In Eq. (2) the wave functions peak strongly at q'. +q. "I= lq. +q. " l=o. 
